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Do you know whether we responded?To: David Marwell/ARRBcc: From: John Tunheim/ARRB Date: 04/25/97 

03:05:21 PMSubject: Mexico City ReportDavid:Was there a response sent to this e-mail?JackTo: 

John_Tunheim @ jfk-arrb.gov @ internetcc: Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-arrb.gov @ internet, David_Marwell @ jfk-

arrb.gov @ internet (bcc: John Tunheim/ARRB)From: mshack @ juno.com (Martin R Shackelford) @ Internet 

@ WORLDCOM Date: 01/18/97 06:25:50 PM CSTSubject: Mexico City ReportDear Chairman Tunheim: We 

have met at several conferences, and I have been impressedoverall with the job your Board is doing. I hope 

that the Board's workwill be able to continue beyond October, as there is much remaining todo. Whether it 

continues or not, it is very important that the Boardrelease the section of the Mexico City report dealing with 

whether Oswaldwas an agent or asset of the CIA. This is a question that has been hanging fire since January 

1964,when it was first brought to the attention of the Warren Commission. Most of the American people 

believe there was a conspiracy in theassassination. Of those, the largest group believe the CIA was involved. 

To continue to suppress an investigation into whether Oswald had CIA tieswould be criminal. There has been 

far too much concern about CIA employeeidentities, and about "sources and methods," as though these were 

aholier trust than telling the truth to the American people about thedeath of their President. This information 

is exactly the kind of thing which the Boardwas created to release. You can't ask the American people to wait 

for itany longer. It is time to release it. Now. Martin Shackelford
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